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[00:00:05] Hello, hello, hello and welcome to English Learning for Curious Minds by

Leonardo English.

[00:00:11] The show where you can learn weird and wonderful things about the world at

the same time as improving your English.

[00:00:20] Today, we are talking about the countries that sell their passports.

[00:00:26] It may just be a piece of paper, but a passport has become the ultimate

status symbol for the ultra rich, with around a billion dollars in passports being1

bought every year.

1 a thing that people want to have because they think other people will admire them if they have it
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[00:00:42] Today we'll be discussing why people are buying passports, how it all works

and what the implications might be for our concept of sovereignty and nationality ,2 3 4

of what a country actually is and what it means.

[00:01:00] Before all that though, let me just quickly remind those of you listening to the

podcast on your favourite podcast app that you can find a copy of the transcript and

key vocabulary for the podcast over on the website, which is Leonardoenglish.com.

[00:01:17] The transcript and key vocabulary are super helpful for following every single

word and building up your vocabulary, and if you are listening to this episode with the

express intention of improving your English, well, I'm confident that you will do that a5

lot faster with the learning materials in front of you.

[00:01:38] So go and check that out, it is at leonardoenglish.com.

[00:01:44] Okay then, let's talk about buying passports.

[00:01:48] I think we all know what a passport is, so we can skip that part, but what is

worth clarifying is exactly how you can get a passport and what a passport gives you.

[00:02:02] So there are five general ways in which you can get a passport.

5 clearly and intentionally stated

4 the official right to belong to a particular country

3 the power of a country to control its own government

2 an occasion when you seem to suggest something without saying it directly
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[00:02:07] Firstly, the most obvious one is through birth, through your ancestry , by6

descent .7

[00:02:15] The rules depend on the country, of course, but generally some combination

of parents, grandparents, and even great-grandparents will mean that you can get a

passport just because of who your family is.

[00:02:32] Secondly, just being born in a particular place.

[00:02:36] Some countries grant citizenship to that country just by birthright .8 9 10

[00:02:43] The United States is probably the example of this that most of you will be

aware of.

[00:02:51] Thirdly, we could call this category "time".

[00:02:55] If you live in a country for a certain period of time, you can often get a

passport from that country.

10 something that you believe you deserve to have because of your family situation or social class, or

because you believe it is your right as a human being

9 the state of being a member of a particular country and having rights because of it

8 to give or allow someone something, usually in an official way

7 the state or fact of being related to a particular person or group of people who lived in the past

6 your ancestors who lived a long time ago, or the origin of your family
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[00:03:02] The times vary hugely, but most countries offer some sort of this way to get a

passport.

[00:03:12] Fourth, we have a sort of weird category of "being flexible" or "big life

changes", as I'd call it.

[00:03:20] So that's things like marrying a citizen of another country, giving birth in

another country, or even converting to another religion, like Judaism.

[00:03:32] These are some of the things that you can do to get another passport of

certain countries.

[00:03:39] We are not really going to talk about any of these ones today though.

[00:03:43] We are going to talk about reason number five, method number five.

[00:03:48] And that's for people who either don't have the time, the will , or the ability11

to do any of the above, but what they do have is cold, hard cash.

[00:04:02] Money, dollar bills.

[00:04:05] Our option number five is that you can buy citizenship.

[00:04:09] You can buy a passport from another country.

11 the mental power used to control and direct your thoughts and actions, or a determination to do

something, despite any difficulties or opposition
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[00:04:15] Now, the concept of buying a passport goes back to 1984 when Saint Kitts

and Nevis, a small two-island country in the Caribbean, introduced the first and original

what's called "Citizenship Investment Programme".

[00:04:34] In short, the way for you to pay the government and get a passport from that

country.

[00:04:42] But back in 1984, to state the obvious , the world was a very different place.12

[00:04:49] The Cold War was still going on.

[00:04:51] East Asia and the Middle East were still relatively underdeveloped and there

were considerably fewer ultra rich people in the world than there are now.

[00:05:02] So, to give you an example, the richest person in America in 1984 was John

Paul Getty, who had an estimated fortune of $4.2 billion.

[00:05:16] Yes, obviously that's a lot of money, but even adjusting for inflation , he13 14

wouldn't be in the top 100 richest people in the world in 2020.

[00:05:31] So when the first cash for passports scheme opened up, it wasn't hugely

popular as firstly, there just weren't that many massively rich people.

14 a general, continuous increase in prices

13 to change something slightly, especially to make it more correct, effective, or suitable

12 to say something that everyone knows
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[00:05:43] And secondly, there weren't that many advantages of getting a passport from

another country, of buying a passport.

[00:05:53] It was mainly for tax and security reasons.

[00:05:57] You could, in some cases, pay a lower rate of tax, and if you lived in a country

with a government that you didn't trust not to steal your possessions, well, you could

become a citizen of Saint Kitts and Nevis.

[00:06:11] However, over the next 30 years or so, as the world has become more and

more globalised , and places like Russia, China, and countries in Southeast Asia and15

the Middle East have started to produce incredibly rich people, demand for passports

has boomed .16

[00:06:34] And why is this?

[00:06:35] Why are the super rich suddenly so keen to start collecting passports?

[00:06:41] Well, there are a few reasons.

[00:06:44] Firstly, as I said before, with some countries offering pretty generous tax

incentives for people to buy a passport and take up residency in a country, for some17

super rich people, it becomes a financial decision.

17 things that encourages a person to do something

16 increased very quickly

15 (of the world) more interconnected
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[00:07:00] They just want to save money.

[00:07:03] And the second reason we could sort of call an insurance policy .18

[00:07:09] As I said, if you don't trust the government not to steal your money if you get

on the wrong side of them, well then it's quite sensible to be able to take that money

out of the country and leave it somewhere else, in a country that you trust a little bit

more.

[00:07:26] And it's not just that people sometimes don't trust the government not to

steal their money, things can be even worse.

[00:07:32] If you really get on the wrong side of your government, as has happened to19

quite a few super rich people in Russia, for example, some oligarchs , well then you20

might find yourself not only with all of your money being taken, being seized , but you21

might also find yourself in a prison cell.

[00:07:53] So you want to have the ability to have the safety of having a new home, a

new country that counts you as one of its own, that counts you as one of its own

citizens.

21 to take something quickly and keep or hold it

20 very rich and powerful people (in an oligarchy)

19 to annoy, to upset

18 a written agreement for insurance between an insurance company and a person who wants insurance
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[00:08:07] But the key thing here is that for many of the holders of these bought

passports, they don't actually need to go to that country very much, if at all.

[00:08:21] One of the main attractions now is the ability to travel to other countries visa

free, without a visa.

[00:08:31] Especially for people from places like China, Russia, and Saudi Arabia, if they

want to visit a country in Europe, let's say, they have to go to the embassy , apply for a22

visa, and obviously it takes time and is a hassle to do.23

[00:08:49] Yes, they might fly to Europe on a private jet, but without the right passport,

they still have the same visa problems as anyone else from their country.

[00:09:02] The attraction of getting a second, or sometimes even third, fourth or fifth

passport is that these passports offer you visa-free access to a plethora of different24

countries.

[00:09:18] Europe, for example, has the Schengen area and so one passport, even25

from a non Schengen country such as Saint Kitts and Nevis since 2009, means that you

can visit all 26 countries in the Schengen area.

25 an agreement between many countries of the European Union that allows people and goods to pass

freely across the borders of each country without passport or other controls.

24 a very large amount of something, especially a larger amount than you need, want, or can deal with

23 (a situation causing) difficulty or trouble

22 the official building of a country (in another country)
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[00:09:36] For some people who are buying these passports, this is a lifestyle thing.

[00:09:41] They are so rich and unaccustomed , unused, to any restrictions in their26

day-to-day life that they just want the freedom to travel and not worry.

[00:09:54] And for others, it's partly a business thing.

[00:09:57] If you are, let's say, a business person from China and you want to visit a

client in London, then Paris and Berlin, you would have to go and apply for a UK and a

Schengen visa, wait a few weeks for it to be processed, then you'd have a long and

tedious immigration process.27

[00:10:19] With the right passport, you skip the queue, literally, and walk into almost28

any country you want.

[00:10:27] So it's pretty evident why people want them.

[00:10:31] It's the flexibility, the protection, and in lots of cases, the tax savings.

[00:10:38] But who are the countries that are actually selling them though?

[00:10:43] And how much does it actually cost to get one?

28 avoid

27 boring

26 not familiar with something, or not used to something
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[00:10:47] In terms of the countries that are selling them, there are almost too many to

name really.

[00:10:53] A passport from Antigua and Barbuda can be yours from $100,000.

[00:11:00] The classic Saint Kitts and Nevis passport is slightly more, so it's from around

$150,000.

[00:11:09] Malta, one of the most popular passports, will set you back around a29

million dollars when you factor everything in .30

[00:11:18] The UK will even grant you a British passport if you fork out over two and a31

half million dollars, although I should point out that the requirements here are quite a

bit more strict.

[00:11:31] In general, the more powerful the passport in terms of the visa-free travel

that it offers, the more expensive it is, as you might imagine.

[00:11:43] But you might ask, why are these countries selling passports?

[00:11:48] Some of them have fought hard for independence, often from colonial32

powers.

32 relating to a colony or colonialism

31 to pay an amount of money, especially unwillingly

30 consider everything

29 cost you
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[00:11:54] They fought hard to be their own country, to be able to offer their own

passports.

[00:12:00] Why are they then just selling the right to become a citizen to the highest

bidder , who in many cases isn't actually bidding very much, in the grand scheme33 34

of things ?35

[00:12:14] The answer is easy: money, cash.

[00:12:18] There are a few similarities between the countries that sell passports most

aggressively.

[00:12:25] Often they are small islands, frequently with some kind of colonial past.

[00:12:32] They don't have that many natural resources or ways to generate money, so

they need to get a little bit creative.

[00:12:41] Passports don't really cost them anything to produce, in financial terms at

least.

[00:12:48] And they can be incredibly lucrative , they can make these countries a lot of36

money.

36 (especially of a business, job, or activity) producing a lot of money

35 considering everything

34 the act of offering to pay a particular amount of money for something, by different people

33 someone who offers to pay a particular amount of money for something
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[00:12:55] For Saint Kitts and Nevis, passport sales account for about 25% of its GDP,37

25% of all of the money generated in the country.

[00:13:10] And even for Malta, a European Union country, and one that prides itself on38

various other industries, passport sales accounted for almost the entire government

surplus in 2018, and are partially credited for Malta being one of the fastest39 40 41

growing economies in Europe over the last five years or so.

[00:13:36] So for Malta, passports are very important.

[00:13:40] For these countries, selling passports is an absolute gold mine , at least on a42

superficial level.43

[00:13:48] They don't really need to give anything away, and in most cases, the people

who they are selling the passports to don't really need to spend much time at all in the

country.

43 not complete and involving only the most obvious things

42 something that produces wealth or information

41 thought to be responsible for

40 not completely

39 (an amount that is) more than is needed

38 is proud of

37 make up, form part of
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[00:14:03] For Vanuatu, the small group of islands in the Pacific Ocean, only one in ten

people who bought Vanuatu passports have ever even been to the country.

[00:14:16] There are many cash for passport schemes in the Caribbean, where countries

struggle to raise investment through traditional means , and so they have turned to44 45

passports as a quick, easy and cheap way to bring money into the country.

[00:14:36] Of course in a lot of these countries, there are quite a lot of question marks

over who the real beneficiaries are of this money, where the money actually ends up.46

[00:14:53] In Malta, for example, there are widespread allegations of corruption47 48

relating to the passport sales program.

[00:15:01] Daphne Caruana Galizia, whose name you may recognise, was Malta's most

famous investigative journalist, and she was a huge critic of the passport scheme.49

[00:15:13] The reason you may recognise her name is because she was blown up by a50

car bomb in October, 2017.

50 killed with explosives

49 someone who says that they do not approve of someone or something

48 a statement, made without giving proof, that someone has done something wrong or illegal

47 existing or happening in many places and/or among many people

46 a person or group who receives money, advantages, etc. as a result of something else

45 a method or way of doing something

44 to experience difficulty and make a very great effort in order to do something
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[00:15:23] I should add though, it's not thought that she was murdered because she

was investigating the passport scheme.

[00:15:32] In any case, it's thought by many to be a pretty murky business, filled with51

slightly unscrupulous characters, some quite shady people.52 53

[00:15:43] Critics of the schemes in general say that they erode the value of54

nationhood and of sovereignty.55

[00:15:52] If a passport can be bought and sold, borders don't really exist for the 1% or

the 0.1%, 0.01%, for the ultra rich.

[00:16:07] And for these ultra rich with multiple passports, on the one hand, they have

now become citizens of several countries, but on the other hand, they are sort of

citizens of none.

[00:16:24] In many cases, the passport holders spend very little time in the country.

55 the fact of being a nation (= a country with its own government, language, traditions, etc.)

54 to rub or be rubbed away gradually

53 dishonest or illegal

52 behaving in a way that is dishonest or unfair in order to get what you want

51 dark and dirty or difficult to see through
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[00:16:30] They don't speak the language and have no interaction with the local56

people or culture.

[00:16:37] They are citizens in name only , really, and if they have escaped their home57

country, they are now essentially stateless .58

[00:16:49] In addition to this, as many of the "cash for passports" schemes make the

person buying their passport buy or rent a property in the country, this reduces the

amount of available property for local people and of course increases the prices for

local people.

[00:17:09] Houses lay empty, with entire blocks of flats just pitch black in the evening,59

with the lights out, because they are all owned by "citizens", in inverted commas,

citizens who never actually live there.

[00:17:24] This is certainly the case in Malta, which suffers from a huge housing

shortage and has been experiencing a construction boom , all while the properties60 61

61 a period of sudden economic growth, especially one that results in a lot of money being made

60 a situation in which there is not enough of something

59 completely dark

58 A stateless person has no country that they officially belong to

57 If a situation exists in name only, it is officially described that way, although that description is not

completely accurate

56 an occasion when two or more people or things communicate with or react to each other
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from these new citizens are empty, with some of the houses, probably never having

been set foot in by their owners.62

[00:17:45] They just exist so that they can say they have a house there.

[00:17:50] In the "cash for passports" industry, or the citizenship by investment, as it's

technically called, it's clear that there's definitely one big winner though, and that is the

middlemen , the agents, the companies who arrange all of these passport sales.63

[00:18:10] The most famous one is called Henley & Partners and its founder, a Swiss

man called Christian KÃ¤lin has been dubbed , he's been nicknamed "The Passport64 65

King".

[00:18:26] Henley & Partners is the company that markets and sells passports for

countries all over the world, and it was the mastermind behind the schemes in Saint66

Kitts and Nevis as well as in Malta.

[00:18:42] And they made a lot of money.

66 to plan a difficult activity, often a crime, in detail and make certain that it happens successfully

65 given an informal name for someone or something, especially a name that you are called by your

friends or family, usually based on your real name or your character

64 given a particular name

63 a person who buys goods from the company that has produced them and makes a profit by selling

them to a shop or a user

62 to go to a place
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[00:18:44] In Saint Kitts, Henley & Partners would reportedly earn $20,000 for each

passport it sold.

[00:18:54] As of October, 2018 Saint Kitts had sold 16,000 of them, which if they had all

been sold by Henley & Partners would have netted them a cool $32 million.67

[00:19:08] In Malta, Henley & Partners gets around 4% of each passport sale, so that's

around $40,000.

[00:19:17] And since the scheme started in 2014 they have made around $40 million in

commission.

[00:19:26] So you know what they say about the gold rush in America?68

[00:19:30] It wasn't the people digging for gold that became rich, but the people selling

shovels , the people who sold the tools to find the gold.69

[00:19:40] If we think of passports as the new gold for the ultra rich, then Henley &

Partners, and The Passport King are definitely getting rich selling the shovels.

[00:19:54] Okay then that is it for passports.

69 a tool consisting of a wide, square metal or plastic blade, usually with slightly raised sides, attached to

a handle, for moving loose material such as sand, coal, or snow

68 a situation in which a lot of people move to a place to try to find gold because they have heard that

gold has been found there

67 earned
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[00:19:58] It is a pretty interesting concept and the concept of who gets a passport and

why is quite relevant to me personally.

[00:20:09] As regular listeners to the podcast may remember, I actually live in Malta, one

of the biggest passport sellers in the world.

[00:20:17] I don't live here because I bought a passport, but I can live here because I

was lucky enough to be born in the UK, to British parents and get a British passport for

free, I guess.

[00:20:31] So just through luck, I get a passport that other people need to pay millions

of dollars for.

[00:20:38] And at the end of this month, at the end of April, I will also be able to get an

Italian passport, because my wife is Italian.

[00:20:48] I'll be able to get one for free, I should add.

[00:20:51] But do I really need one?

[00:20:53] Do I deserve to have one?

[00:20:55] I certainly don't think I'm any more deserving than someone who was born70

in Italy and who has lived all of their life in Italy, but to non-Italian parents, which by the

70 If people or things are deserving, they should be helped because they have good qualities
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way is the case for a child born in Italy who might live in Italy for the formative years71

of their life, but to non-Italian parents - they can't get an Italian passport.

[00:21:19] And finally, I have a little boy who was born in Malta and has lived all of his

six-month life so far in Malta.

[00:21:29] He doesn't get a Maltese passport at least until he decides to pay the Maltese

government $1 million.

[00:21:36] But someone else who has absolutely no connections to Malta whatsoever72

can, for the right price, of course.

[00:21:44] So whatever you think of the countries that sell the passports, the people

who buy them, and the middlemen who make it all possible, you can't deny that it is a

pretty weird and interesting phenomenon .73

[00:22:01] Right, as always, I'd love to know what you think of the show.

[00:22:05] We do actually have a few listeners from some of the countries that I

mentioned, so if that's you, or even if it isn't, I'd love to hear from you.

[00:22:15] You can email hi@leonardoenglish.com.

73 something that exists and can be seen, felt, tasted, etc., especially something unusual or interesting

72 used after a negative phrase to add emphasis to the idea that is being expressed

71 relating to the time when someone or something is starting to develop in character
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[00:22:20] And for those of you wanting to up your game with transcripts and key74

vocabulary as well as bonus member-only podcasts, then the link to go to is

Leonardoenglish.com.

[00:22:33] You've been listening to English Learning for Curious Minds by Leonardo

English.

[00:22:38] I'm Alastair Budge.

[00:22:39] You stay safe and I'll catch you in the next episode.

[END OF PODCAST]

74 to try harder and improve the quality of what you are doing
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Key vocabulary

Word Definition

Status symbol a thing that people want to have because they think other people will admire

them if they have it

Implications an occasion when you seem to suggest something without saying it directly

Sovereignty the power of a country to control its own government

Nationality the official right to belong to a particular country

Express clearly and intentionally stated

Ancestry your ancestors who lived a long time ago, or the origin of your family

Descent the state or fact of being related to a particular person or group of people who

lived in the past

Grant to give or allow someone something, usually in an official way

Citizenship the state of being a member of a particular country and having rights because

of it

Birthright something that you believe you deserve to have because of your family

situation or social class, or because you believe it is your right as a human

being
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Will the mental power used to control and direct your thoughts and actions, or a

determination to do something, despite any difficulties or opposition

State the obvious to say something that everyone knows

Adjusting to change something slightly, especially to make it more correct, effective, or

suitable

Inflation a general, continuous increase in prices

Globalised (of the world) more interconnected

Boomed increased very quickly

Incentives things that encourages a person to do something

Insurance policy a written agreement for insurance between an insurance company and a

person who wants insurance

Get on the wrong side to annoy, to upset

Oligarchs very rich and powerful people (in an oligarchy)

Seized to take something quickly and keep or hold it

Embassy the official building of a country (in another country)

Hassle (a situation causing) difficulty or trouble
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Plethora a very large amount of something, especially a larger amount than you need,

want, or can deal with

Schengen an agreement between many countries of the European Union that allows

people and goods to pass freely across the borders of each country without

passport or other controls.

Unaccustomed not familiar with something, or not used to something

Tedious boring

Skip avoid

Set you back cost you

Factor everything in consider everything

Fork out to pay an amount of money, especially unwillingly

Colonial relating to a colony or colonialism

Bidder someone who offers to pay a particular amount of money for something

Bidding the act of offering to pay a particular amount of money for something, by

different people

In the grand scheme of

things

considering everything
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Lucrative (especially of a business, job, or activity) producing a lot of money

Account make up, form part of

Prides itself is proud of

Surplus (an amount that is) more than is needed

Partially not completely

Credited thought to be responsible for

Gold mine something that produces wealth or information

Superficial not complete and involving only the most obvious things

Struggle to experience difficulty and make a very great effort in order to do something

Means a method or way of doing something

Beneficiaries a person or group who receives money, advantages, etc. as a result of

something else

Widespread existing or happening in many places and/or among many people

Allegations a statement, made without giving proof, that someone has done something

wrong or illegal

Critic someone who says that they do not approve of someone or something
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Blown up killed with explosives

Murky dark and dirty or difficult to see through

Unscrupulous behaving in a way that is dishonest or unfair in order to get what you want

Shady dishonest or illegal

Erode to rub or be rubbed away gradually

Nationhood the fact of being a nation (= a country with its own government, language,

traditions, etc.)

Interaction an occasion when two or more people or things communicate with or react to

each other

In name only If a situation exists in name only, it is officially described that way, although

that description is not completely accurate

Stateless A stateless person has no country that they officially belong to

Pitch black completely dark

Shortage a situation in which there is not enough of something

Boom a period of sudden economic growth, especially one that results in a lot of

money being made
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Set foot in to go to a place

Middlemen a person who buys goods from the company that has produced them and

makes a profit by selling them to a shop or a user

Dubbed given a particular name

Nicknamed given an informal name for someone or something, especially a name that you

are called by your friends or family, usually based on your real name or your

character

Mastermind to plan a difficult activity, often a crime, in detail and make certain that it

happens successfully

Netted earned

Gold rush a situation in which a lot of people move to a place to try to find gold because

they have heard that gold has been found there

Shovels a tool consisting of a wide, square metal or plastic blade, usually with slightly

raised sides, attached to a handle, for moving loose material such as sand,

coal, or snow

Deserving If people or things are deserving, they should be helped because they have

good qualities

Formative relating to the time when someone or something is starting to develop in
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character

Whatsoever used after a negative phrase to add emphasis to the idea that is being

expressed

Phenomenon something that exists and can be seen, felt, tasted, etc., especially something

unusual or interesting

Up your game to try harder and improve the quality of what you are doing

We’d love to get your feedback on this podcast.

What did you like? What could we do better?

What did you struggle to understand?

You can email us at hi@leonardoenglish.com.
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